Hawkinge Primary School - PE and Sport funding
Total School PE and Sport funding allocated: £9370
2016 - 2017
Allocation of money
ALLOCATION OF MONEY

AMOUNT

EXPECTED IMPACT

Pent Valley Competition
Package

£1000

We will be able to access a range of
competitions over the year.

Bikeability

£500

Boxfit

Fun Factory

L1: Children will demonstrate skills and
understanding to make a trip and
complete activities in a free traffic
environment.
L2: Children will demonstrate skills and
understanding to make a trip and
complete activities and manoeuvres in a
road environment.
£100 per 2 Professional boxer Josh Kennedy
x 30
provides children with a 1 hour boxing
session that will teach them to box in a
£300/£600? controlled environment. It will also
allow children to understand how
boxing can allow children to keep fit
and healthy.
£150 x 2
A fun and inclusive sport session that
will help ks1 pupils learn vital physical
£300
skills for their movement and
coordination.

ACTUAL IMPACT

SUSTAINABILITY/NEXT STEPS

Sports fusions

150 x 2
£300

Tiempo dance and fitness £150 x 2
day
£300

Release time for teachers
to attend CPD events

PE Leader to meet with
new PE Leader at The
Churchill

Meetings with The
Churchill

Sports Coach

Jack Green

Children will have the opportunity to
learn basic/advanced skills of a sport
that relates to their curriculum area.
Children will then have the opportunity
to develop those skills into a
competition scenario and compete
against other classes.
Children will be able to access exciting
and energetic dances to teach them
about keeping fit in a fun way.

£200

CPD for staff leading to raised levels of
understanding about how to teach
specific sports and improved quality of
teaching.
2 x half
There will continue to be cohesion
days
between the teaching of PE at the two
@£100 per schools.
time = £200 There will continue to be more unity
between the two schools in sharing
their PE learning together.
3 x half
There will continue to be cohesion
days
between the teaching of PE at the two
@£100 per schools.
time = £300 There will continue to be more unity
between the two schools in sharing
their PE learning together.
£1020 per
CPD for staff leading to raised levels of
term
understanding about how to teach
£85 per
areas of PE and improved quality of
session
teaching. Children to be motivated by
= £5100
working with an experienced coach.
£300
Jack Green (Olympic 400m hurdler) to
come in and talk to children about his

Jack taught children about the
importance of having determination

Teachers will continue to
promote the sporting principles

experience of the Olympics. Children
will be inspired to explore athletics and
find out how to join in with athletic
events locally.

Resources to support the
new curriculum.

£270

£9370
Total planned spend to
date:

26/09/2016

PE will be well resourced matching the
needs of the new curriculum map 20162017 to meet the needs of all children.

and patience when following your
dreams and warned children of the
everyday sacrifices an Olympic athlete
has to make. He also highlighted to
children that if you aspire to reach the
top you have to put the hard work in,
no matter what goals they have in life.

Jack promoted in school. Children
will also hopefully be able to
participate in athletic
competitions run by Shepway
sports trust and KS2 can enter
district sports.

